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I.   INTRODUCTION ABOUT MARRIAGE 

without going into many details at the outset. The idea is not to question the many rules and systems given and dilute the 

subject, but to simply the procedure for quickly recognizing the probable marriage age rejecting the other unsuitable and 

unproductive ages so that a better of timing of marriage event can be worked in detail later on with this probable marriage 

age. In this connection the method given by Shri Shankar is quite handy. In these days, in general, the marriage age can 

start from 21 and up to 28 or so can be considered as a timely marriage and beyond such a phase it can be deemed as 

delayed one. Of course, there can be limitations for marriage age imposed by social and family customs, conventions, 

circumstances, responsibilities, laws of country, religious stipulations etc. 

II.   A NADI METHOD 

Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Venus  -  In nadi astrology, Saturn is considered as presiding over the portfolio of Karma or 

dutyasKarmaKaraka.Saturn(significator) decides the fate and duties of the individuals born in this world depending on 

Saturn’s interaction with other karaka planets. In performing such duties presided over and decided by Saturn the 

presiding deity, there will help and cooperation of other planets to Saturn whether this cooperation will prove beneficial or 

harmful to the native depends upon the planetary configurations I the native’s birth chart and during transits. Jupiter is the 

other main major planet representing the life force or Jeeva whose interaction with the event karaka planet is important for 

fructification of the event. Rahu and Ketu are the other major planets generally obstructing the event karaka planet. Mars 

is taken as the karaka planet for marriage event or for the marital knot . Marital knot as distinctly different from the 

concept of marital bliss or wretchedness of marital life. How a marriage event manifests has no bearing on how life 

develops in the context of the marital aspect. Contributory factors culminating in the marriage event cease to have any 

further play or contribution thereafter. Under the nadi method, Venus is depicted as karaka for marital life which can 

develop into marital bliss or crucible for suffering. 

III.   TRANSITS 

In nadi astrology, transits of Saturn and Jupiter are mainly considered connecting the karaka planet of an event in the birth 

chart for timing the event. Since Mars is the karaka planet for marriage event, the interaction of Saturn and Jupiter with 

mars during their transit becomes opportune for the marriage event to occur. The 7th sign depicts partner of the native, the 

one with whom the marital knot is tied and the transits of Saturn and Jupiter with the 7th sign from Mars also becomes 

opportune. Jupiter and Saturn interact with natal Mars in birth chart when they transit over these signs or aspect these 

signs. Jupiter transits each sign for about an year and Saturn transits each sign for about 2 1/2 years. It can be seen that in 

one’s life span, Jupiter and Saturn would be interacting with the sensitive point of marital knot periodically at regular 
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cyclic transits. While it is prerequisite that Saturn and Jupiter in their transit interact with mars natal position to bring 

about marriage event, it does not follow that every time Jupiter and Saturn interact with marital knot sensitive point it 

would be necessarily result in the marriage event. The task, therefore, is to elect the particular transit of Saturn and Jupiter 

out of the series of transits by process of eliminating unproductive transits. The step in this direction is to check whether 

the karaka for marriage event mars comes under situations to cause delay or obstruction. Rahu’s interaction with Mars can 

cause impediments or delay in marriage. Symbolically , Mars is considered as being swallowed by Rahu. 

IV.   CHANGE OF SIGN 

In nadi astrology, whenever a planet is retrograde in a sign, it is considered to be in the previous sign also. When Saturn is 

in the beginning of a sign upto about 3 degrees and Jupiter up to about 1 degree, they are taken to be in the previous sign. 

When two planets in parivartana (exchange of signs) they are taken to be in their own signs. 

V.   NAVAMSA 

In nadi astrology, the transit of major planets is also considered in the navamsa chart in the fructification of the event. 

Since navamsa chart is supposed to represent marriage aspect, the transit of Saturn and Jupiter over the navemsa lagna and 

navamsa lagna lord is considered as additional point for timing of marriage. 

Navamsa is a Divisional Chart which has been given immense Importance in Vedic Astrology. It is also known as D9 

chart in Vedic Astrology as well. Navamsa simply Means Nine Amsa. Here Amsa means division. So Navamsa Simply 

Means 9th Division of a Sign. It is used for minute analysis of our life specially marriage, destiny etc. Every Sign is 

consists of 30 degree and when it is divided in 9 part or division, each Part or Division is known as Navamsa. So in this 

Way a New chart is created which is minute than the main birth chart. This is called as Navamsa Chart. 

If it is used properly, it can prove great help to prediction. Every learned Astrologer and Every Good Book of Astrology 

has given stress to the use of D9 Chart. I have made a Video on what is Navamsa chart and its importance. You can listen 

it for better understanding. Navamsa Lagna Lord Means the Rashi Lord or owner of the sign where Navamsa Lagna or 

Navamsa Ascendant placed. It is the Ascendant Lord or OWner of the 1st house in Navamsa Chart. For example your 

Navamsa Lagna is Aries. Mars is the ruler of Aries. So Mars becomes the Navamsa Lagna Lord. In this Way according to 

Ruler of the Sign of Your Navamsa Lagna, You can find the Navamsa Lagna Lord. 

VI.   CALCULATE NAVAMSA 

We Know that Every Sign is of 30 Degree. So to Calculate the Navamsa we will divide the 30 degree in 9 parts. So each 

part becomes 3 degree 20 minutes. So there are total 108 Navamsa. (9 Amsa * 12 Sign).Lets Give You an Example. You 

are Born with Aries Ascendant and Your Ascendant Degree is 10. We divide the Aries in 9 Equal part. So the first 3 deg 

20 minute of Aries Sign will be the first Navamsa which is Aries itself, 3 Deg 21 minute to 6 Deg 40 minute will be the 

2nd Navamsa which is Taurus, 6 Deg 41 minute to 10 Deg is 3rd Navamsa which is Gemini and So on. As your Lagna is 

in 10 Degree Aries, So your Navamsa Lagna will be Gemini. 

Now a days All the Astrology Software gives the Calculation of Navamsa. So Students don’t need to make calculations 

manually.  But I am giving you a Simple Method by which you can Calculate Navamsa even without using any Software.  

Just multiply the No of Previous House with 9. Then Add the No of Nakshatra Pada in the present Sign. Divide the Total 

by 12. The remaining will tell us the Navamsa Sign. Suppose Sun is in 1 deg in Gemini. So the No of Previous Sign is 2. 

So 9*2=18. We have to add the Nakshatra Pada in the Present Sign. Sun has travelled only 1 Nakshatra Pada. So total is 

18+1=19. If we divide it by 12, we get 7. So Sun will be in Libra Navamsa.  In this way even without any software you 

can calculate the Navamsa of any planet. 

VII.   NADI METHOD RULES FOR MARRIAGE AGE 

The following are the main rules for arriving at probable marriage age: 

Jupiter during transit conjoins or aspects natal Mars or 7th sign from natal Mars.Saturn during transit conjoins or aspects 

natal Mars or 7th sign from natal Mars. 

Jupiter during transit conjoins or aspects navamsa lagna or navamsa lagna lord.Saturn during transit conjoins or aspects 

navamsa lagna or navamsa lagna lord. 
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The following additional points may also be noted: 

 When Jupiter, Saturn or Mars is retrograde in birth chart in a particular sign, they are to be considered to be in the 

previous sign also and age is to be counted from there.When Jupiter is in about 1 degree and Saturn is about 3 degrees in 

the beginning of a sign, they are to be considered to be in the previous sign also as per the Vakya Siddhanta followed by 

nadi astrology and age is to be counted from there.  When Rahu is with Mars or next sign to Mars, the 4th sign from mars 

would be the sensitive point for interaction with transits of Jupiter, Saturn , Rahu.  When Rahu is in opposite sign to mars, 

the 4th sign from there, that is,. the 10th sign form natal Mars is to be considered as the sensitive point.  When Mars is in 

parivartana ( exchange of signs) with another planet, Mars is to be considered to be in own sign acting as the sensitive 

point.  When Mars is retrograde with Rahu, first Mars is to be place in the previous sign and the 4th sign from there is to 

be considered as the sensitive point. 

VIII.   AGE TABLE CHART 

Date Age 
As per Thumb rule (As per ephemeris) 

 

Jupiter Saturn Rahu 
Comments 

25 Feb, 1982 21 Virgo(Libra Retro) Leo(Virgo Retro) Cancer(Gemini) 

Jup, Sat not 

connected to Mars 

(Rahu over Mars) 

25 Feb, 1983 22 Libra(Scorpio) Leo(Libra Retro) Gemini(Gemini) 

Saturn not 

connected to 

Mars, Rahu over 

Mars 

(Saturn not 

connected to 

Mars) 

25 Feb, 1984 23 Scorpio(Sagittarius) Virgo(Libra) Taurus(Taurus Retro) 

Jupiter not 

connected to Mars 

(Rahu over Nav 

Lag) 

25 Feb, 1985 24 Sagittarius(Capricorn) Virgo(Scorpio Retro) Aries(Aries) 

Rahu aspects 7th 

from Mars 

(Jupiter not 

connected to 

Mars) 

25 Feb, 1986 25 
Capricorn 

(Aqua) 
Virgo(Scorpio) Aries(Aries) 

Jup not connected 

to Mars 

(Sat not connected 

to Mars) 

25 Feb, 1987 26 Aqua(Pisces) Libra(Scorpio) Pisces(Pisces) 

Jupiter not 

connected to Mars 

(Jupiter not 

connected to 

Mars) 

25 Feb, 1988 27 Pisces(Aries) Libra(Sagittarius) Pisces (Aquarius) 

Jupiter not 

connected to Mars 

(Rahu 

aspectsMars over 

Nav.lag.lord) 
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25 Feb, 1989 28 Aries(Taurus) Scorpio(Sagittarius) Aquarius(Capricon) 

Saturn not 

connected to Mars 

(Jupiter not 

connected to 

Mars) 

25 Feb, 1990 29 Taurus(Gemini) Scorpio(Sagittarius) Pisces(Capricon) 

Jupiter, Saturn not 

connected to Mars 

(Rahu aspects 

Nav.lag) 

25 Feb, 1991 30 Gemini(Cancer Retro) Scorpio(Capricon) Capricon(Capricon) 

Saturn not 

connected to Mars 

(Saturn not 

connected to 

Mars) 

25 Feb, 1992 31 Cancer(Leo Retro) Sagittarius(Capricon) Sagittarius(Sagittarius) 

Jupiter not 

connected to Mars 

(Sat not connected 

to Mars, Rahu 

aspects Mars) 

25 Feb, 1993 32 Leo(Virgo Retro) Sagittarius(Aquarius) Scorpio(Scorpio) 

Jupiter aspects 7th 

from Mars. Sat 

aspects Mars. Jup, 

Sat aspects 

nav.laglord. Rahu 

not connected to 

Mars. (Sat not 

connected to 

Mars) 

IX.   CONCLUSION 

This Article helps to know about Importance Of Navaamsa with Naadi about the marriage. the basis of Naadi Astrology. 

This Article Proves the points by chandulal S. Patel.  
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